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INTRODUCTION TO THE ZINE

T
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he Oxford Blue is Oxford’s first digital-only student newspaper, founded with the aim of providing opportunities for
students to develop their journalistic skills, regardless of background. It seeks to be accessible to all, especially those
with no prior experience in journalism—The Blue is a training newspaper, and has a collaborative editing process
designed to provide both our editorial team and writers with practical journalistic experience.
The Blue produces daily content on its website, as well as a weekly podcast. In addition to its local and national
reporting, the paper provides perspective beyond Oxford with a Global Affairs section dedicated to world news, and
an abundance of content on topical interests with our Cultures, Lifestyle, Identity, and Sport sections. The paper’s

Investigations Team goes beyond the daily headlines we report on, seeking out and researching stories it considers to be of significance
to the student community.
We also focus on expressing the individuality of our writers and recruits columnists each term, who write on topics ranging from our
Agony Aunt to the stars of Formula One, to accountability in sexual assault cases. It aims to produce content that caters to everyone’s
interests, and to give a voice to anyone who wishes to write.

EDITORS-IN-CHIEF AND MANAGING
DIRECTOR REFLECTIONS
Ellee Su, Editor-in-Chief
This term has been a whirlwind. As my predecessors have said, it’s like you finally
learn how to do the job and then it’s time to pass on the baton. I’m incredibly proud
of all the content we’ve published this term, and it’s all due to our fantastic team of
Senior and Junior Editors! In my time as Editor-in-Chief, I am happy to have written
The Training Briefs to guide new writers and editors in our editing process, to have
collaborated with such driven and passionate people, and to have launched and
edited The Oxford Blue’s first-ever printed magazine to celebrate the wonderful
community of writers who have trusted us with their voice. Honoured to have led
The Blue this term, I look forward to what the future has in store for this energetic
and vibrant paper. As for me, you’ll probably find me continuing what started my
journey at The Blue: writing very gay articles.
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Nidhi Bhaskar, Editor-in-Chief
I can’t say how amazing leading The Blue this term has been. Being in Oxford
for a one-year master’s program, I feel incredibly lucky to have “accidentally”
stumbled across this paper during my very first weeks here, and for everything that
followed- from writing to serving as Senior Opinion’s Editor to serving as EIC this
term. Most of all, I am so proud to reflect on all our team has accomplished a lot
this term. We’ve reported on historic events ranging from the Oxford-Cambridge
boat race to the Queen’s Jubilee celebrations. Our lifestyle and culture sections
have significantly expanded through social media takeovers and reviews of
theater. Our wonderful columnists this term have given advice, highlighted some
of Oxford’s best attractions, and ruminated on weighty topics such as indigenous
land ownership and questions of identity. As the cherry on top of an incredible
term, I’m so excited to see our first print magazine come out. From managing the
logistics of our site to mediating the occasional news crisis, to working with such
a dedicated and talented team, I wouldn’t trade this experience for the world and I
am so excited to see the next generations of The Oxford Blue take this publication
to greater heights.

Mia Clement, Managing Director
It’s been one of the highlights of my term working as MD of The Oxford Blue.
I’m extremely grateful to all the Business, Tech and Creative Team for all their
hard work and effort. Working behind the scenes, each of the BTC contributors
have helped develop The Oxford Blue brand, and helped to support its audience
engagement and interaction. Editing and designing The Blue’s first in-print
magazine has been a tough but rewarding process, and I hope you all love it as
much as me! I can’t wait to see where the Blue goes next. Watch this space…

THOUGHTS FROM CONTRIBUTORS ON THE NEXT PAGE

NEWS
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busiest for student journalists given exams, but it has

Freya Jones
This term has really taught me the power of the press. As Senior
News Editor at The Oxford Blue, I’ve had the opportunity to work
on some amazing stories and contemplate some serious issues
about the responsibility of investigative journalism. From people

been an overall success for the opinions team, and we are
looking forward to the next controversy-fuelled term!

CULTURES

Riana Modi

dm-ing me at 2am with crazy leads to reading and resharing my

It’s been great to be
the Senior Cultures Editor this term. Having been at The

articles, it’s certainly been a ride, but I wouldn’t have it any other

Blue for over a year now, it’s been a great opportunity to pick

way! Managing a team of truly dedicated and enthusiastic reporters alongside my

up new skills, from navigating technical issues to organising

co-editor Guy Ward-Jackson has also been a great experience. Remember to

team meetings among busy Oxford schedules. I’ve loved

keep an eye on the news in general. As ever, more to come…

seeing all the fabulous pieces produced for Cultures this

Guy Ward-Jackson

term, and one of my favourite things has been the ability to

Freedom of Information Requests and Right of Replies, running the News section
has certainly been a fascinating experience. Some personal favourites have been
interviewing people for the article on ‘Ball Crashers’, as well as attending weekly

GLOBAL AFFAIRS

talks for ‘The Talk of Oxford’. I also finally know what SEO stands for…

see the output and ideas across the section.

Deryn Cressey-Rodgers

SPORTS

Whether it’s stressfully checking the legality of defamation, or sending endless

I’ve really enjoyed my time as Senior Sports
Editor for The Blue and loved reading all of
the interesting articles that came in. Between
covering the sanctions on athletes early on in

Madeleine Rose
Working in Global Affairs this term has been one of my Oxford
highlights. I’ve loved working with our JEs and writers to see what
fascinating ideas they have come up with, including assessments on
the change of the age of legal adults in Japan, discussions on the cost
of living crisis and far-right nationalism in the US. From late-morning
meetings to late-night edits, there has never been a dull moment!

Thomas Britton

the term and Summer VIIIs we’ve been pretty run
off our feet. It’s been hectic but fun. I will say

however that no rowing regatta, no matter how
historic, should be as stressful as VIIIs was. And I didn’t

IDENTITY

even row.

Isidor Acton

Leading the Identity Section this term has been an amazing
challenge – I’ve really enjoyed the opportunity to continue

Our Global Affairs writers have covered a lot of ground this term,

editing articles and (hopefully!) getting to grips with tech,

writing about elections across the world from Ireland to Somalia,

and it’s been a real pleasure to see the creative ideas my

and South Korea to France. We have reported on tensions and

team of junior editors have come up with. Can’t wait to see

conflicts in Guinea and Sudan, North Korean missile parades, and

where the Section goes next!

a spy scandal in Spain. We have also branched into economics

Lucy Heywood

as Aramco became the world’s most valuable company, and
looked at the potential implications of inflation on the political
climate. In short it has been a very varied and interesting term,
and we have all learned from each other’s detailed knowledge,
and a great many flags and capitals for pub quizzes in the future!

Aniya Selvadurai
Working with the Opinions team this

OPINIONS

term has been so great! We’ve had some amazing pieces, covering issues from
veganism to government policy. It’s been so lovely to work with a team full of such
committed individuals.

Ezra Sharpe

Working for The

LIFESTYLE

Blue as a Senior Editor this term has been amazing — for
me. I imagine it’s been less amazing for my friends who have
had to listen to me talking about it 24/7. I’ve accidentally
made a name for myself as a Knoops mega fan, going as
far as talking about it on The Blue’s podcast. But it’s not all

bad, my pidge buddy knew exactly what to get me — a
Knoops gift card.

Sophie Benbelaid

COLUMNS

I’ve really loved my time as Senior Columns Editor. It’s been
absolute chaos but I’ve learned so much. Every week,

Trinity term has been another great term at The Blue for me. The opinions team has

getting the chance to read such a plethora of different

has published some super interesting articles (with more to come!) and it has been

articles covering so many different topics has been an

a pleasure working alongside my passionate junior editors. Trinity term is never the

absolute joy and even sparked some new interests. I’ve
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been happier to be told the largest chunk of my laptop screen time is
on Google docs! Honestly, this has been my favourite term working at
The Blue with such an amazingly talented group of writers, and my co-

Gloria
Morey

editors, Gloria and Dylan, who I would have died without.

were talking on Discord groups. I had bought a maid outfit before for [a]
Halloween costume, and that just became sort of an in-joke, I guess. Then,
over time, it was just like… “Wouldn’t it be funny if we went around and did
this?”.
Lucy: Yeah, [our friend] put us all in a group chat, and he was basically like

It has been amazing working with the columnists this term. I’ve learned

“Okay guys, plans: I buy a pimp outfit, you guys buy maid outfits, and then we

a lot, and to have been part of the process helping these voices and

just bar crawl”. And we were like “Hell yeah, sounds fun!”.

CREATIVE

Ben Beechener

stories be heard, has been so rewarding.

When I became Creative Director for The Blue this Trinity I could

never have imagined how the role would become part of my life.
How better to spend 20 hours of train travel to and from Berlin

Skai: So yeah, then we decided to do it on Saturday of 7th week in Michaelmas
and we thought afterwards “Well, this was a really fun time, we should do it
again”. So it’s become a sort of tradition, I guess.
How did the group get together? How do you know each other?

than illustrating? I haven’t decided yet if I’ll miss the anticipation

Skai: It started out with a bunch of friends doing it together, and now more and

of opening the Trello board, wondering if there’ll be another brief

more people are joining in as we do it. They see us walking around —

added to “Urgently Needed”, or whether I’ll be greeted with the

Lucy: Yeah, they’re like “Oh my god, can we join you guys?”.

bliss of a full “Completed” list. And, if you already live your life

on Messenger, and let’s be honest who doesn’t, maybe it’s time

So you’re open to other people joining?

you give Slack a try. To all the creatives out there, you’ll never

Both: Yeah!

be so organised.

MOST POPULAR
An Interview
ARTICLES with the Animaids
2

L I F E S T Y L E
It’s a warm Wednesday afternoon in the 8th week of Hilary term, and I find myself
sitting in the cloisters (sorry, loggia) of Worcester College. Here I am awaiting
two members of the ‘Animaids Society’. I didn’t think that this would be the
first article that I would write at Oxford, but I’m excited nonetheless. There has
certainly been a bit of a buzz surrounding the group of freshers making their
way around Oxford donning maid costumes and cat ears; like everyone else,
I’m quite intrigued.

Lucy and Skai arrive — sadly, not in their maid costumes — in impressively
colour-coordinated outfits. I wonder if this is their off-duty uniform, but they
assure me that this is just a common coincidence between the friends. After a
little bit of getting to know each other, I get onto the questions that every Oxfess
and Oxford Tescalator Status dweller has likely been pondering…
So, how did you start this?
Lucy: It’s quite a long story…
Skai: Yeah, it just happened that, before we even got to Oxford, a bunch of us

As long as they get a maid costume?
Lucy: Yeah, and as long as they’re nice people.
Are all your costumes the exact same?
Skai: I think there are a few different ones.
Lucy: Yeah, we have options depending on your social clout. Well, I’ve got the
cheaper one which was £20, and then the more expensive one is around £40.
I thought “This is fun, but £40?”. That’s a lot of money.
Yeah for a once a term thing, I don’t know… do you think it’s an investment if
you’re doing it every term? I suppose it works out.
Skai: The more we do it the more money we get —
Lucy: Get? We should charge people to enter!
Well, you could start a society; I mean, people have called you The Animaids
Society, but I don’t think you’re a society, right?
Skai: Definitely not a society!
But would you consider making it a society? Or hosting it as an event, like a
Facebook event?
Skai: Yeah, I would consider making an actual society. But I don’t know how
the university would feel about that!
Lucy: Yeah, ‘cause I feel like the problem is that with other societies […] they do
stuff that isn’t just ‘get drunk and have fun’. I mean, I suppose that’s the whole
point, right? We’ve just got no buffer to ‘get drunk and have fun’, it’s just getting
drunk and having fun and we’re wearing maid outfits.
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Just a normal Saturday night in Oxford, then. But what would you say to
the people who do think that it’s weird?
Lucy: At the end of the day, it’s just a way to get drunk and have fun.
Skai: It is weird, but that’s part of the fun of it, I guess!
Lucy: Yeah, we don’t really care.
I think I would feel a little uncomfortable going out in Oxford on a night
dressed in a little maid costume, how do you guys feel?
Lucy: Well, I think the fact that you’re in a group means that, because
everyone’s doing it, it’s okay. If I was to walk around alone —
Skai: Yeah, definitely not.
Lucy: — Or in a group of two people, even then, I’d still think “This
is a bit weird”. But in a group of people, you don’t really care. And,
obviously, when you’re a bit drunk you just think “This is good fun,
whatever”.
Would you consider doing other events? Or is it just a once a term thing in case it loses its novelty?
Lucy: We could do a costume competition.

Any last words for our readers?

Skai: That’s something we’ve not really considered before…

Skai: If anyone feels like joining us, we have an Instagram account,
@ox_maids and it has a Google Form that you can fill in if you want

How about an Animaid Ball? That could be on the cards.

to take part.

Skai: Perhaps…
(Sadly, they don’t sound too convinced by my idea.)

Any last words for our readers?
Skai: If anyone feels like joining us, we have an Instagram account,

I did actually bump into you in Keble’s college bar when you went this term! Which colleges did

@ox_maids and it has a Google Form that you can fill in if you want

you go to?

to take part.

Skai: The first time we started at Keble, but this time we started at St Anne’s, then went over to
Keble. Then to Hertford, and then by that point the bars were closing.

So welcoming!

Lucy: We try to visit as many as we can. If anyone from St Peter’s wants to join, we could not

Lucy: If you like getting drunk…

get into the bar, oh my God. But we do try to go to as many [as we can] since a lot of us are
from different colleges.

This was certainly an enlightening interview. Hopefully, we’ll see the
return of the Animaids’ bar crawl in Trinity term, perhaps with lots of

The Worchestra is rehearsing in the Chapel, and it gets a little louder here. Trying to get into

new members. In the meantime, I’ll keep holding out hope for that

the cheapest college bar must be pretty exhilarating, and the Worchestra is really setting the

Animaids Ball!

scene…

22ND APRIL 2022
Author: Lucy Heywood

So, how was the night?
Lucy: I would consider it a success. It’s honestly just seeing the reactions of the public that’s so
funny. Like, someone said, “This is everything that’s wrong with society!”. But then you just get
people who are like “Oh my God, I love you guys!”. It’s so nice. public that’s so funny. you guys!”.
I think a lot of people saw the ‘Tescolator’ post, too — How did people feel about it there?
Lucy: I don’t think we actually had any reaction from them.

Illustrator: Ben Beechener
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C U L T U R E S
Interviewing the cast and crew of ‘Carrie: The Musical’

things can take a step back, like if we’re really working on choreography, maybe
people forget the harmonies and it’s always like ‘no, no no!’, you need to drill in both
so it’s hard work.

It’s rare to enter a rehearsal room two weeks before the opening night of

Eleanor Dunlop (playing Margaret White, Carrie’s mother): I have only kind of

a play, and feel confident that they’ll pull it off. But, after meeting the cast

rehearsed so far with Harriet who plays Carrie because we have most of our scenes

of Carrie: The Musical, I know they will. Not only was the atmosphere

together, which has been really fun actually, because it means that I’ve had a really

incredibly positive and the crew so prepared, but, on seeing the opening

nice relationship with Harriet, and we’ve done a lot of work together, but it means

number of the show, I was blown away by the talent of the cast. Carrie:

I can also come into these kind of [larger group] rehearsals, and be able to watch

The Musical, is being put on in the Oxford Playhouse from May 18th-

as a bit more of an objective outsider. But it’s been really nice. Watching all of

21st, which in itself is an impressive feat for a student production for

the cast come together and getting to see everyone else perform has been really

they are usually staged in smaller Oxford theatres. Here is how the cast

exciting. Margaret is quite a complicated character, I’ve been really enjoying it! All

and crew are getting on:

of my favourite songs when I listened to the soundtrack before auditioning, were
Margaret’s songs. She’s a very overbearing mother, she has got quite a problematic

What is Carrie: The Musical about?

relationship with her faith and that kind of leads her to do terrible things.

Ellie Cooper (Director): Carrie is a musical version of the Stephen King

Mina Moniri (Stage manager): When we get to the Playhouse is when my main

horror film, where there’s a teenage girl who is bullied and isolated and

job starts. I source a lot of the props, how the set changes move, the transitions

has a very religious mother and she is really, really ostracised by her

between scenes, making sure everyone is where they’re supposed and making

peers. At the start of the show she gets her first period and with that

sure all the light and sound cues are where they need to be in the score. Especially

comes telekinetic powers and so we’ve been describing it as Matilda

for this show, I’m in charge of the ‘magic’, and the blood pour, so it’s a lot of logistical

but with blood and gore.

stuff and practice for that. Carrie has magical telekinesis powers, and obviously we
have to make that work on a live stage and surprise everyone, so that’s been one of

How have rehearsals and the whole process been going?

the main challenges to make it look good.

Ellie Cooper (Director): This began in 2020, we sent the bid off to the

Vanessa Silva (Choreographer): It’s been great. One of the things that I really try to

Playhouse right before the pandemic. Since then it’s gone through many

do as a choreographer is make sure that everyone can join the show because I have

transitions with different team members, and we’re finally doing it now,

a background in dance and I know that dance can be a very inaccessible world and

so it’s been kind of working away in my brain for a while. I think that the

it’s always my goal to make sure that we’re creating an accessible space and that

thing about a Playhouse show is that there are so many moving parts,

anyone from any background, even if they have no dance experience, can be a part

you have to have such an amazing team, because one person can’t

of it. And frankly, they’ve all been killing it. You would never know that everyone’s

oversee everything. And what we’ve built is this really strong production

coming from different backgrounds of experience. What we do is we just teach

team at the core.

choreo as though no one has ever danced before and we make sure that we’re

Tiggy Jones (assistant choreographer): It’s been so much fun, it’s been

going at a pace where everyone can keep up.

the best process ever. Hands down the loveliest cast and crew. The
cast has been amazing, we threw a lot at them, especially at the end

How are you feeling so close to the performance?

of last term. Everyone was so tired but were so receptive to everything

Eleanor Dunlop (playing Margaret White, Carrie’s mother): I’ve only played ensemble

we asked them. It’s amazing because there are some amazing dancers

characters so far in Oxford, I was a narrator in Persephone, but ensemble in the two

in the cast, in addition to people who have never danced before or

plays last term, so this is my first lead or named character. This will be my first time

who were uncomfortable dancing on stage. That’s the best bit about

singing solo music in front of an audience that big, which is quite scary but also

choreography, them becoming more confident and comfortable with

exciting. I can’t wait to have an audience for everyone to perform to, because I think

doing it.

it makes such a difference with their energy as well.

Beth (Fitz) Fitzpatrick (musical director): The ensemble has been great

Mina Moniri (Stage manager): It’s looking amazing so far. It’s coming together. It’s

because everyone has been really excited about it. Everyone has been

one of those things where we have been prepping for a very long time and for

so willing to learn. It’s been fairly smooth sailing. Obviously we’re getting

something like this, especially a Playhouse show, you do need a significant amount

up to the time and we’re nitpicking, but then by nitpicking, sometimes

of preparation. We are where we want to be at this point, it’s not always like that.

things can take a step back

Vanessa Silva (Choreographer): They’re in great shape, they’re just a cast of

10
professionals. But, it’s really exciting actually, to finally be seeing things come
together. We did our first full run today (May 7th) and to see everything you
know in chronological order, to get to see the emotional arc of the show was
beautiful and I’m just so proud of them and I can’t wait for other people to

I D E N T I T Y
The problem with reclaiming femininity

see it.

Content warning: misogynistic slurs

What is the music like?

Today’s neoliberal, watered-down brand of feminism has imposed a blanket ban on

Beth (Fitz) Fitzpatrick (musical director): There’s about 30 songs. There’s quite

critical thinking. From violent pornography, to misogynistic slurs like ‘slut’ and ‘bitch’,

a lot of talky bits, but there’s not a lot of breaks for the band. The prom

to self-optimisation and having a few more ‘girlboss’ women among the uber-rich,

sequence itself is one big song, but it’s made up of lots of smaller chunks.

the solution to patriarchy, according to mainstream feminism, is simple: rebrand

It’s like 15 minutes of pure playing, even when they’re talking or singing. I’m

everything as ‘empowering’.

conducting the band on the night, which should help with sorting out vamping
and queuing singers. It’s a seven person band, excluding me because I’m

Lately – and to me, most disturbingly – there has been a move by mainstream

not really playing anything. We’ve got two pianos, two guitars, a bass guitar,

feminism to ‘reclaim’ femininity. Lipstick feminism maintains that performing femininity

kit and cello.

and embracing patriarchal beauty standards is empowering; that it is femininity that is

I love the opening number, because it really sets the tone, in a kind of angsty

oppressed, rather than women. The rise of hyperfeminine ‘bimbo’ culture on platforms

high school way, but not the angsty high school of Heathers or Mean Girls,

like Tiktok has branded itself as an act of resistance against the patriarchy. Instagram

but in an entirely different way. And it’s brilliant seeing the ensemble just

is rife with aggressively pink infographics proclaiming that dismantling the patriarchy

explode on stage, it’s wonderful.

is better done when conforming to normative gender stereotypes.

Why should people come see Carrie: The Musical?

Reclaiming femininity is deeply myopic, for a multitude of reasons. Redefining

Beth (Fitz) Fitzpatrick (musical director): It is a show full of excited, talented,
beautiful people, who are giving their heart, soul and their body to every part
of this show. And, it’s going to look and sound amazing!
Tiggy Jones (assistant choreographer): It’s a really relevant plot about being
a teenager, being a human, mob mentality. It’s a great story, a horrible and
terribly sad story, but it has got some gorgeous moments in there of real
kindness and the actors are incredible.
Eleanor Dunlop (playing Margaret White, Carrie’s mother): I’ve been in a lot
of shows where I’ve kind of told people ‘You should come see the show, it’s
going to be really good!’, and yes I meant it, but I genuinely feel like people
need to see this. There are certain people in the cast who deserve to be
seen, like Harriet, who is playing Carrie. Her voice is just incredible, I wouldn’t
be surprised if she was on the West End in a couple of years. Vanessa’s
choreography is amazing and the whole cast is pulling it off.
Vanessa Silva (Choreographer): Come see Carrie because it’s a punchy rock
musical that anyone can in some way relate to. It hits all the hard themes of
wanting to be seen and wanting to fit in, but also it’s really fun. It’s kind of an
emotional rollercoaster in the best way, and I feel like throughout this process
I’ve learned so much and I really hope that audience members will come and
they’ll enjoy it and they’ll take something away from it.
Mina Moniri (Stage manager): We have magic and we have a bucket of blood
being poured on stage, what else do you want?
19TH MAY 2022
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femininity as the centre of women’s identity makes liberation infinitely more difficult, and effectively

Femininity is imposed upon people assigned female at birth. It

allies the modern feminist movement with the very mechanisms of women’s oppression.

is mandated and enforced. And it is largely fiction; almost every
trait we think of as feminine is culturally constructed. What do

To deconstruct the argument to reclaim and embrace femininity, however, we must first examine

the lipstick feminists mean when they talk about embracing

what femininity really is. Gender is not innate. It is a socially constructed class system in which the

femininity? Do they mean embracing (self-sacrificing) passivity,

class of man benefits from the systematic oppression of the class of woman (when talking about

submission, and weakness? Or perhaps embracing makeup,

gender abolition it is always imperative to make clear that the class of woman absolutely includes

lipstick, and the colour pink?

trans women). Gender describes arbitrary behaviours, attitudes, and roles assigned to biological sex
characteristics. We gender biological sex (which itself, incidentally, is closer to a biological spectrum

This is not to say that some sex-based differences don’t exist

than a binary) just as we gender toys, clothing, or colours. There is nothing inherently feminine about

outside of socialisation – but rather, that these differences are

the colour pink, for example — yet as we have a concept of gender, we assign cultural significance

patterns at best, and resist dimorphic categorisation.

to that colour. Similarly, we assign arbitrary roles to biological sex. Gender is performative, and
reproduced through constant repetition of gendered behaviour.

By restabilising femininity as the locus of womanhood, we
affirm the gender binary that Andrea Dworkin cited as the root

Indeed, as second-wave feminist Andrea Dworkin wrote of gender and sex in her 1974 book

cause of sexual oppression. ‘Empowering femininity’ does

Woman Hating: “The discovery is, of course, that ‘man’ and ‘woman’ are fictions, caricatures, cultural

nothing to liberate women from male supremacy; rather, it

constructs. As models they are reductive, totalitarian, inappropriate to human becoming. As roles

affirms patriarchal social scripts and celebrates the success of

they are static, demeaning to the female, dead-ended for male and female both. The discovery

the patriarchy in defining and constraining women. It embraces

is inescapable: We are, clearly, a multisexed species which has its sexuality spread along a vast

sexist stereotypes and institutional socialisation and rebrands

continuum where the elements called male and female are not discrete.”

them as an individual choice.

The solution to patriarchy cannot be reclaiming femininity. It must,
I believe, be the opposite: gender abolition. The dissolution of
gender roles and associated cultural norms. Ceasing to socialise
people into arbitrary roles based on biological sex. Eliminating
the social classes of man and woman.

This is not to say that people should not be feminine – just
that it shouldn’t be enforced, or be used to reinforce structures
of power. Gender abolition, as an idea, would not prevent
people from engaging with masculinity and femininity, and from
constructing their identities around those concepts. Rather,
these traits would arise from within; no one would be prescribed
a role or identity by society, nor forced into a rigid binary.

Enforcing femininity is a grim vision of feminism for those of us
who conceive of feminism as liberation from patriarchy, rather
than equality under a patriarchal society.
2ND APRIL 2022
Author: Iseult De Mallet Burgess
Illustrator: Ben Beechener
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investigating; worth changing. One victim’s story is enough to raise a
riot. But the tragic chorus of voices created by the countless students

Who Protects Us: How the Collegiate System Proliferates the
University’s Lack of Accountability in Cases of Sexual Assault

victimised by similar miscarriages of justice in their colleges should be
enough to not only raise a riot, but to create change.
If the central university insists on upholding an unregulated, college-

delegated system that passes a blind eye over justice and accountability, who protects
us?
Tell me, why?

Worry not! This isn’t a poor attempt to relate the traumatic experiences of reporting
sexual assault with the 1999 Backstreet Boys classic.

Instead, tell me why colleges have failed to adopt methods that have been part of police
and criminal justice approaches for years. As most survivorswill know, there is one
key method to make the process of reporting sexual assault easier: support. Friends
make the process less intimidating, less triggering, less isolating. A ‘student member’
Content Warning: sexual assault

policy—which the university claims to allow in their general disciplinary procedure for
non-academic misconduct—allows the victim, and the accused, a support system in

A simple question, posed by a second-year (admittedly underqualified) law

a very harrowing procession of meetings.

student at Corpus, on behalf of us all. Every fortnight this question will be

All well and good.

posed toward a different but specific group of individuals, each of whom
separately contributes to a survivor’s experience in the weeks, months, and

Flash-forward to June 2021, when I was informed that the ‘sensitive nature of the

years which follow their assault.

[college] process’ meant I was not allowed a ‘student member’ to support me, even in
silence. Tell me, why?

In this first article, I pose the question to our higher education system: our
individual decanal bodies, our individual colleges, and also, our university

But most importantly, tell me why the individual reported for sexual assault was allowed

at large. A university whose structural delegation system, discharged

to be accompanied by a friend for support.

through inconsistent collegiate bodies, perpetually fails to hold perpetrators
of sexual assault accountable.

Tell me why an alleged rapist is allowed support, but a survivor is not.

This series will explore the ways discrepancies of justice manifest in

This is the reality at my college, who have reassured me they are in the right as they are

individual cases as a result of the lack of upheld policy from a centralised

‘not going against university procedure, since [they are] following [their] own procedure’

body regulating sexual assault accusations.

–their own procedure which favors the accused over the reporter. A procedure which
overtly favors an alleged rapist over a survivor.

These injustices stem from a deeply disparate collegiate system and, as
a necessary consequence, my experiences will not be representative

Why are we, as survivors, not offered the same kindness?

of everyone. These experiences do, however, reveal significant failures
in the university’s wider methods of delegation that turned the process

Why can’t colleges protect us all? (If I were to insert a pun here it would be something

of reporting assault for me—and many of the sources I consulted in the

along the lines of ‘I want it that way’, but I digress).

creation of this series—into a labyrinth.
But surely colleges have some redeeming grace?
Positive experiences of reporting within colleges are not unheard of, so

Surely individual colleges have good intentions; perhaps they are simply attempting to

why can a handful of colleges manage reports with clarity and care, when

protect the privacy of both the accused and the reporter during the process? Once the

many fail so miserably? Even if such injustices took place at only one

investigation then draws to a conclusion, it follows that the report outcome would also

college, or failed only one individual, this non-regulated approach is still

be kept confidential, outside of the students involved of course.

worth
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However, do colleges go too far in protecting this supposed
confidentiality?

In an alleged aim of upholding confidentiality, in my college not even
the reporter is allowed to see the outcome of their own investigation.
The accused is allowed a full meeting with the decanal committee and
a written copy of the report outcome, and yet the reporter is allowed
absolutely nothing.

Let me repeat that. An alleged rapist is given a full copy of the college
decanal decision, yet the survivor is left grasping for mere scraps.

Maybe I am being too harsh. Maybe we survivors should show
some gratitude for a change. As, at least in my case, my college
was kind enough to inform me via email that they could only ‘share
some details…as a courtesy’ with me, at the conclusion of my report.
The rest of the report, however, was deemed ‘personal and private
information between the college and [redacted]’. As I was not the

Otherwise, who protects us?
28TH APRIL 2022

one being investigated, I was asked why this information should even

Author: MK Hubbard

concern me.

Yes, I am well aware that the university policy states the reporter is
to receive a copy of such a decision letter. But as we already know,
individual colleges are quite open with the fact they are not required to
follow central university recommendations.

In essence, it does not matter what the university-wide policy states.

It does not matter if this policy is updated regularly, nor if student
opinions can contribute, nor if the policy contributors are leading
experts in this area.

Illustrator: Elysia Stent

O P I N I O N S

An interview with Mackenzie Fierceton

Content Warning: Mentions of death, sexual assault, blood

In the aftermath of an international controversy that resulted in her withdrawal from the
Rhodes Scholarship, UPenn graduate and current DPhil student Mackenzie Fierceton
recently broke her silence through a longform piece published in The New Yorker.
Fierceton’s account has garnered international attention and underscores the necessity of

The reality is this: it does not matter what the university procedure

further accountability within educational institutions.

states if individual colleges are free to directly contradict it.
The Oxford Blue Editors-in-Chief Nidhi Bhaskar and Ellee Su interviewed Mackenzie in the
Some colleges do adhere to the university policy, and regularly update
their own procedures to match wider provisions. But that is not the
point. It should not be up to individual colleges to decide to do the right
thing and voluntarily adhere to a centralized procedure.

aftermath of her story’s release to discuss her reflections on public response to the New
Yorker article and her motivations going forward.
How has student life in Oxford been so far?
My time at Oxford has been wonderful thus far. It has been terrific to meet new people from

The university should protect all of us: regardless of which college we
happen to be assigned to. We should not have to rely on our chances
in the ‘pool’ to be assigned to a college that will protect us. We should
not have to worry that our college will overtly favor alleged rapists over
survivors.

all corners of the world, who have all been so full of passion and kindness. The people
I’ve met have created a home away from home. I’ve loved making new friends through my
college, department, and other activities, and feel very grateful to be here.
How are you feeling post the publication of the New Yorker article?
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I have felt a tremendous sense of freedom since publication of the article. I have

received hundreds of messages from survivors and allies around the world,

found that when I share, I heal, and the process of telling my story has been

and it has been exceptionally powerful to hear that the story made them feel

extremely liberating. Powerful people and institutions weaponize shame to make

seen, heard, and believed. At the very least, every survivor deserves that.

us believe that silence benefits us more than speaking out. That is not the case.
Shame is a lie they told us, and sharing my story felt like stepping out of the shame

I’d also add that it was the resilience and courage of the survivors who came

and silence that’s been forced upon me for so long.

before me that helped me realise I have the power to make others listen. They
fought so hard, risked so much, pushed the bounds which society confined

Do you think that the events leading up to the start of your sociology PhD has affected

them to. They made it possible not just for me to tell my story, but for others

your experience in any way?

to hear and believe it.

When I was accepted to my programme, I asked to meet remotely with my potential
supervisor. We had a long conversation about what had occurred in the months

Could you please elaborate on your media ban; when did it lift and what’s your

leading up to my acceptance because I wanted to be transparent about what was

plan going forward?

going on before accepting my offer of admission. He, my other supervisor, and

I decided to go public with my story in early August, and began working with

the faculty, staff, and students in the department have been extremely supportive.

Rachel Aviv, the author of the New Yorker article shortly after. It felt important to

School has always been an outlet for me, so the events of the last year have

commit to a longform piece so that the nuances of my story could be unpacked

only fueled the passion for my DPhil project, which seeks to understand the lived

and explored. I agreed that, aside from a briefer piece I’d already agreed to, I

experiences of young people who have been in the care system and justice system.

would not pursue other press until her piece was published. It was important to
me that the story be told in full and for her to be the one to tell it first.

You filed a lawsuit against Penn in December 2021, ‘accusing it of retaliating against
[you] and discrediting [you] “for Penn’s institutional protection.” ‘ (quotation from The

You mentioned that you were deleting social media except for your Twitter. Do you

New Yorker) — how is this process going?

want to focus on handling this situation more privately; how do you hope to use

Unfortunately, I’m not able to comment further since the litigation is ongoing, but I

your platform going forward?

look forward to the truth continuing to come to light.

I feel that it’s important to have my voice heard publicly, which is why I decided
to choose Twitter as a public platform to continue sharing my story. Our

The New Yorker article mentions a wrongful death lawsuit that you were previously

generation has grown up with so many social media platforms (and I have all

involved in. Do you think that your involvement in this lawsuit affected your relationship

of them) so I decided for my own wellbeing, I needed to focus on one for now.

with Penn prior to the situation surrounding the Rhodes Scholarship controversy?
Could you provide a brief context as to your involvement in this, and what you hope

What would you like to tell us about your story? We’ve read the Chronicle article

will be the outcome of the lawsuit and of the ensuing advocacy?

and TNY article — is there anything that you would like the students of Oxford

Same as above, but the article provides a good overview of my involvement in

to know?

the wrongful death lawsuit. I will add that my classmate who lost his life, Cameron

There are a few things I want to say, primarily to other survivors. Survivors of

Driver, deserves justice.

sexual abuse, or abuse of any kind, do not need to hide our faces in shame.
I refuse to let any institution shame me into silence or submission. There is

So your social-work degree — is that your masters that you did at Penn? — is it still

tremendous power in survivors sharing our stories, in refusing to let our stories

being withheld? The appeals panel requires you to submit a letter of apology, what do

be discarded or disbelieved. It is 2022. We are survivors. We will not be

you think you will do?

shamed, we will not be silenced.

Yes, that is a master’s in social work (MSW) I did at Penn. Two weeks ago, I was
told that my final appeal had been denied, so my degree will be released only if I

Your story has garnered reporting from a number of different angles and news

write a letter of apology. The only people who are owed an apology are myself and

outlets. Would you like to provide comments on the previous reports of your

all survivors.

story that have come out other than the New Yorker article both at Oxford and in
international outlets?

The New Yorker article has garnered a lot of interest both locally and globally. What

The truth doesn’t change, no matter how hard people and institutions of power

have you found has been the response to your account since the article was published?

try to manipulate it. This kept me grounded in the eight months of Rachel’s

The response has been one of unwavering and overwhelming support. I’ve
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This kept me grounded in the eight months of Rachel’s investigation, and in

exception. It is not just ‘one sad story’ or ‘one bad institution’. This story is

the week of tabloids. The reaction of the tabloids is not surprising as they are

emblematic of the experiences all survivors share, regardless of institution,

a reflection of the shame, disbelief, and silencing that survivors across the

region, or country. There needs to be accountability for every one of them, and

world experience. Nevertheless, the paradigms they uphold and embolden

for the broader culture which allows their actions to continue.

are an attack on all survivors. They perpetuate the mentality of, “What was

4TH APRIL 2022

she wearing? How much did she drink? What box did she check? How much

Authors: Nidhi Bhaskar and Ellee Su

blood was in her hair?” It was particularly disappointing to see other Oxford

Illustrator: Ben Beechener

publications parrot the sentiments of those tabloids. Their behaviour was
harmful to all survivors at Oxford and contribute to the reasons survivors,
particularly on university campuses, do not come forward.

In your personal reflections regarding your story (as posted on your personal
media outlets), you have compared yourself to well-known cases that have
pioneered the #MeToo movement. Have you reached out to any of these people?
What similarities do you see in you/your telling of your story with the stories of
these individuals?
I wouldn’t compare myself to those survivors because every story is unique, and
they have each pioneered the #MeToo movement in different and extraordinary
ways. Their names deserve to be known and heard, as does mine and every
survivor who wishes to be known.

I’m deeply grateful for the outreach I’ve received from other survivors and
leaders of #MeToo. They’ve all provided such deep compassion, support, and
wisdom. Chanel Miller said something particularly powerful in her book that I’ve
held on to. She said, “Know your truth. Hold on to your truth. It will carry you
where you need to go.”
Would you want your name to be used as a hashtag or a symbol of the #MeToo
movement going forward?
It’s important that a variety of people’s stories are centred moving forward. I am
exceptionally grateful that my story can contribute to the greater conversation
surrounding sexual violence and abuse. And it’s also important that others,
particularly those from marginalised communities, have their voices centred as
we push forward in this movement.
Why did you agree to do this interview with us today?
I’ve been extremely impressed by The Oxford Blue’s commitment to journalistic
integrity and their allyship with survivors. I wanted to do my interview with a
student newspaper that embodies those values and who can generate
awareness in our university community of the story I’m telling.
Future actions? What accountability for UPenn would you like to see?
I will continue to advocate for accountability and change within Penn and more
broadly. Unfortunately, the actions of the institutions involved here are not an

N E W S &
S P O R T S

Oxford vs Cambridge
Boat Race 2022

Rapid summary: Oxford wins the Men’s Boat Race 2022 while Cambridge claims
victory in the Women’s Boat Race 2022.

While not everyone at Oxford rows (contrary to popular belief), the Boat Race is
possibly the most important sporting event in the calendar for all students, seeing
many from both universities on Crowe the Thames for an afternoon of races. First
up was the women’s race, where Cambridge already has a track record of winning.
Oxford won the coin toss and chose the Surrey side to start, giving them a small
tactical advantage which allowed them to peak in the middle of the race. This helped
little though, as from the get-go Cambridge pushed ahead and maintained a gap
of about two lengths for the entire course, passing university post three lengths in
advance. The Osiris vs Blondie race followed suit, with Cambridge winning by a clear
stretch. However, in a fantastic turn of events, Oxford’s Isis crew took a storming lead
against their Goldie counterparts, coming to Chiswick a clear few lengths ahead of
their competitors. Oxford was also declared the clear favourite for the Men’s race.
Cambridge won the coin toss and chose the Middlesex side to give them a starting
advantage, although this didn’t serve them well – Oxford was pulling away from
the start and maintained a clear lead over the Tabs throughout, gaining the lead at
Hammersmith. There were large stretches of clear water between them under Barnes
Bridge, made complete by the total triumph once they reached university post by
Chiswick.
3RD APRIL 2022
Author: Francesca Wynne
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French
Election
2022: Who won, who
lost, and what comes
Content Warning: Mentions of racism, Islamophobia and rape
next?

G L O B A L
A F F A I R S

Disastrous for some, surprising for others, full of late drama and with plot twists
at every turn: the first round of the French presidential election was at once
dizzyingly unpredictable and yet produced the same second-round matchup
as in 2017. French voters were faced with a selection of 12 candidates from
across the political spectrum, including three shades of communist, three
versions of the far-right and a former shepherd. However, the two highestscoring candidates were incumbent Emmanuel Macron and his challenger from
the last election, Marine Le Pen. The two will face off against each other in the
second round on the 24th of April, with the result expected to be significantly

SLT ARTICLE PICKS
ELLEE’S PICK

My Queer Icon:
Russell T. Davies

When it comes to inspirational queer figures, it’s difficult for me to not immediately
think of an alumnus of our own Worcester College, Russell T. Davies. Davies has
never shied away from bold, loud and proud writing for television, showcasing queer
talents and stories throughout his career. Representation has always been at the
centre of his writing, providing the LGBTQ+ community with someone they can relate
to and who can help them through the highs and lows of self-discovery. For this,
Davies’ importance within the community cannot be understated. In 1999, Davies’

closer than their first match-up.

first major show, Queer as Folk, was broadcast, inspiring a US spinoff in 2000
The many candidates and their parties had very varied fortunes from the election
results, with some previously unknown figures rising to prominence, and other
previously dominant parties crashing to record lows. The top four candidates
were all representing parties that didn’t exist before 2016, while neither of the

and a reboot in 2022. At the time, there was little representation for the LGBTQ+
community onscreen, with any representation limited to harmful and frequently
inaccurate tropes. Real queer lives, including their relationships, their flaws and their
humanity, were seldom seen on mainstream television. Davies was one of the first
television writers to give queer lives the same attention afforded to straight ones.

two ‘established’ parties garnered more than 5% of the vote.

The show was something of a middle finger to Section 28, which prohibited the soThe results mainly show it was a three-horse race at the end, with Macron, Le

called ‘promotion’ of homosexuality by local authorities.

Pen, and left-wing Jean-Luc Mélenchon earning more than 20% each, with the
next-best placed candidate, far-right Eric Zemmour, on only 7%, and no other

As one of the first television shows to proudly represent the LGBTQ+ community,
many closeted and questioning teens remember the show fondly as a source of

candidate getting more than 5%.

inspiration, seeing their experience being explored by characters in defiance of the
Macron won a clear victory in the first round, gaining 27.85% of the vote, some
way ahead of Le Pen on 23.15%. However, this does not assure him an easy
victory in the second round, with a lot hanging on who Mélenchon’s 7.7 million
voters decide to give their vote to, and how many will simply abstain.

The turnout for the election was comparatively low for France, with a turnout
of 72.09%, down from 77.8% in 2017. This is not, however, the lowest in
recent history as some outlets were predicting, with the 2002 election having an
abstention rate of 28.5%.

So how did each candidate perform, were they successful, and what will their
voters do next?
If you would like to read the rest of this in-depth analysis, check the article out on
our website.
18TH APRIL 2022
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norms of the era. The backdrop of these elements was the HIV/AIDS pandemic,with
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S
a generation still recovering from the so-called ‘gay disease’ and the subsequent

Game) and “Ladies, gentlemen, and variation thereupon” (Midnight), or have characters

demonisation of LGBTQ+ people.

mention their same-sex partners.

I must admit, I personally did not grow up with Queer As Folk, but any time I

In fact, his first series ended with the Doctor’s male companion kissing goodbye to

speak to LGBTQ+ people over my age, it brings a smile to their faces and elicits

his fellow female companion and then kissing the male Doctor, with Davies writing

a shared sense of community. Each generation of LGBTQ+ people has that one

this scene entirely naturally, no joke about bisexuality in sight. There was no fanfare

show which constituted their first exposure to the world in which they feel a sense

around these scenes or debate from characters about particular identities, but rather

of belonging. For my generation (the late 90’s/early 00’s), I would argue that the

a normalised portrayal of people under the LGBTQ+ umbrella being accepted without

great man himself was behind this phenomenon yet again, when he resurrected

question. It is worth remembering, too, that Doctor Who is primarily a children’s show:

Doctor Who in 2005, bringing with it many LGBTQ+ awakenings.

Davies was fearless in his mission to introduce children to other walks of life, without
concern for ‘preaching’ or ‘shoving it down their throats’ as some would accuse him of.

Doctor Who came back from a 16-year break (excluding the TV Movie) with a

The show is still incredibly popular with LGBTQ+ people in particular to this day, as it

proud sprinkling of the rainbow throughout its episodes. Davies was unafraid to

was one of the first shows to reflect their identities with such acceptance – something

show transgender people in far, fictional futures or to include a variety of different

which Disney, in 2022, still hasn’t done.

genders in addresses like “Ladies, gentlemen, multisex, undecided or robot” (The

When Doctor Who’s spin-off, Torchwood, was announced, Davies made clear that

Long

this was an adult show. After all, by the
second episode, there had been swearing,
drugs, alcohol and a sex monster. Kids
weren’t meant to watch it, but I know many
(including myself) grew up with this show
too, and I know for a fact that the handling
of one character, Ianto Jones, was deeply
important to many of these younger
viewers.

Ianto started the series with a girlfriend,
implicitly labelling himself as straight,
but then he allowed himself the sexual
freedom to explore a relationship with
another man: his boss, Jack. Any other
television show would likely have made
an episode focussing solely on this sexual
revelation, but Davies and the producers of
Torchwood had different ideas.
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To make an episode focussing on this would be to single it

tuned in. Davies brought a nation to tears mourning the mistreatment of LGBTQ+ people during

out and place Ianto’s sexuality under intense scrutiny, whereas

the HIV/AIDS pandemic, whilst also accomplishing what I think a queer icon should: teaching

Davies normalises it by presenting Ianto’s sexuality fluidly, with

queer history. I sometimes worry that queer history is forgotten about and undervalued – how

no character expressing concern about his labels. Everyone

many people can say that they were taught about Harvey Milk, Stonewall and the history of

accepted him regardless of who he loved, and the handling of

Pride? People like Davies remind us why it is so important to remember the people who gave

this story arc by the show was a strong message of support

queer people our rights and paved the way for the freedoms we enjoy today.

for freedom away from society’s labels, which is an important
liberty for some queer people.

In a time where we find ourselves more divided than united, Russell T. Davies has a way of
unifying people through the authenticity and diversity of his characters, and instilling hope for

It is perhaps Davies’ subtlest storylines which have the greatest

the future in the image of queer people being normalised. It is easy to feel as if the fight for

payoffs for people questioning their identities, as Davies

LGBTQ+ rights is a losing battle at times, and while Davies makes no suggestion that the

proved again in his speculative 2019 drama, Years and Years.

battle is won, he maintains that it is important to hold hope. There is no one in the television

The series had a wide variety of representation within its six

industry on Davies’ level right now, and I am excited to see more bold and proud writing in

episodes, but there was one aspect which particularly struck

his future work.

me as important: Davies’ handling of transgender youth. Lincoln

1ST JUNE 2022

Lyons was by no means a primary character, yet the series

Author: Freddie Hull

does start with Lincoln’s birth in 2019. As the series gradually
progresses fifteen years into the future, we see Lincoln express
their gender through clothes, makeup, hair etc., and the series
ends with them seemingly confident in their gender thanks to
the freedom afforded to them as they grow up. In the earlier
years of Lincoln’s life they receive occasional comments about
wearing a dress or diverging from their family’s expectations of
gender, but as the years go on such comments grow fewer
and fewer. For anyone struggling with their gender identity, I
am sure this small but significant element of the series’ story
communicated a positive and hopeful depiction of a future in
which they are free to express themselves however they want
— without judgement or comment — in only a few more years.

Transgender rights are a topic about which Davies has
been vocal, as the need for cis queer people to show their
support for the trans community has become increasingly
important. Divisions within the LGBTQ+ community are not
often talked about, whether with reference to racism, biphobia
or transphobia. At the 2021 Attitude Awards, having won the
Inspiration Award for It’s A Sin, Davies gave a speech which,
in my opinion, should be shown in schools everywhere. In the
speech, Davies addressed the LGB Alliance, a group which
wants to separate itself from trans people, proclaiming, “To cut
out the T is to kill.” Davies always uses his platform to show
his allyship for all of the LGBTQ+ community, not just the area
under which he falls. He reminds us that we are all under one
rainbow.

Russell T. Davies’ most recent achievement, It’s A Sin, aired in
2021; a drama so popular that even people who don’t watch TV

NIDHI’S
PICK

Relationships, as examined by
a hopeless romantic at Oxford

Love, in all its forms, is inescapable in Oxford; the cobblestones and ancient buildings plant a
resilient seed of romanticism that grips your foundations and grows without a tea break. The
way the sun falls on the fields of Port Meadow, the brightness of the stars as they shine in
University Parks – it goes without saying that some of the greatest poets spent their formative
years here in worn-out tweed blazers and battered brogues, two-stepping down the very
same streets as us, their academic descendants. How could one slip down the river in a punt
without feeling the ghosts of all those lovers and friends that laughed as they tumbled into the
water or found themselves caught on a tree root by the bank?

Philip Pullman called it ‘the city of dreaming spires’. And seeing each other through the dim
purple lights of Plush, bodies pressed together under damp brick walls, truly independent
and responsible for ourselves for what is often the very first time, our hearts certainly do allow
themselves to dream.

The bonds that form when days are spent enduring essay crises and wine-soaked evenings
together are formidable and evident; people become your greatest friends and family and,
before you know it, you’re on trips to Tesco together and sitting in each other’s beds expressing
your deepest fears and trivial troubles until 2 A.M. One wonders how many marriages and life
long partnerships have been conceived under the lamplight of Merton Street. Or, at the very
least, torrid and intense love affairs that will be recalled way into the later years of life. You can
see it happening, walking to the lodge; someone you know calling up to their lover, leaning
out of their window. LED lights turned red, pairs of students pushed together on benches. On
nights out, arms drunkenly hooked, heads on shoulders in the glare of kebab vans. People
pressed together against walls and gates in smoking areas. Smiles across the library, giggles
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and whispers. Lingering candlelit glances
across the pews in evensong; budding
love, soundtracked by the choir’s gentle
exclamation of a heavenly one.

I have watched even the most defiant people
trip head over heels, the sudden descent into
Spotify playlists and notes exchanged over
desks and hallways.

Of course, it’s not all roses and endless love
and Romeo and Juliet. There are casual
hookups

and

vodka-scented

make-out

sessions. Still, these too are lit by the same
dreamy light. These too are moments worthy
of poetry.

Even now, as I write this under a tree in
Christchurch Meadows, there is a couple with Carry Cups filled with coffee sat on the

be several mornings of this year alone.

bench behind me, laughing about their friends, their tutors, and the night before. When
I leave I will pass through the kissing gate by Merton, and I would bet five hundred

Now, I fully understand that a big part of British personality is to relish every

pounds that the number of college puffer coat wearing hand-holders will be greater than

day that isn’t grey and raining, but having “major heatwave” and “enjoying

I will be able to count on both hands. (I was right – there were twelve).

the sunshine” in the same article feels in poor taste. As much as I would like
to leave the pervasive climate scepticism of the pre-COP21 age behind,

Perhaps these are the ramblings of an English student that has watched too many rom-

I find myself questioning the choice of such positive imagery or even the

coms and read too much Austen, but I don’t think so. I think there is something about

overtly enthusiastic reporting on heat waves. I understand that these short

this city that breathes intimacy into us all.

form articles were only meant to inform on the weather, however it certainly
feels like the editors are sidestepping the elephant in the room. The list
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The Land is Sacred: Water,
Water Everywhere
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PICK

“But we cannot have climate justice if the voices of the most affected people and
communities are not being listened to. Climate justice will only be justice if all voices are
included, if all stories are included, if all experiences are included.” – Skoll world forum 2022,
Vanessa Nakate.

It’s Monday. I wake up, wish my partner goodbye and proceed to flick through the
notifications coming in on my phone. Low and behold, I see them, article on article talking
about the impending “hottest day(s) of the year”, and I am left with a sense of déjà vu. We
have, in fact, been here before; I have seen that same article, in slightly different wording,
usually accompanied by images of sunny beaches and happy holidaymakers, on what must

of headlines follows a report from the IPCC, indicating that the UK has
been experiencing higher maximum temperatures in recent years. So
considering that 75% of British adults are

It goes without saying that the UK’s rising temperature is a symptom of
global warming, and whilst worsening weather patterns for us is nigh,
this pales in comparison to the severe weather events that have already
occurred abroad. For this we look at how global warming has been
devastating Uganda, its rural communities, and the intersection between
gender and climate change.
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70% of the working population. As you can imagine, the consequences of

HOW TO GET
INVOLVED

a rapidly changing climate on an economy largely (although not exclusively)
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dependent on agriculture, will only worsen with time.

1.

The Ugandan landscape is made up of rolling hills, lush tropical forests, snowcapped mountains, and large bodies of water (in fact it makes up 25% of
the country’s surface area). Situated where 7 biogeographic regions converge,
Uganda has incredibly high levels of biodiversity, with over 18,000 species
of flora and fauna, and ecosystems rich in wildlife. In terms of livelihood,
farming makes up a large part of the shared experience of Ugandans, whereby
agriculture, the cornerstone of Uganda’s economy, employs approximately

4

To get started, follow ‘The Oxford Blue Writers’ group on Facebook! That’s the
main group where every commission from every section is posted.

In fact, it has already begun to take its toll. Save for the northernmost regions,

2.

Junior Editors (JE) post weekly commissions for articles on their respective

Uganda is mostly a tropical, humid country, with moderate temperatures

Facebook writer’s groups e.g. an Identity JE will post on ‘The Oxford Blue

around 23॰C and two rainy seasons per year. These wet seasons should

Writers’ group, and ‘The Oxford Blue Identity Writers’ group.

usher in better air quality, replenish fresh water supplies, and provide the much

3.

needed soil hydration following the natural dry seasons; historically, the rains
had been enough to sustain crops throughout the year, but with climate change

groups.
4.

they’re becoming less frequent. This, combined with unusually long periods
of drought, means that smallholder farmers are seeing increasingly worse

Once you know where your interests lie, you can follow the relevant writers’

If you see a commission that you’re interested in, send a message on
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Alternatively, if you have an idea for an article that you’d like to pitch, reach out

harvests as seeds fail to germinate under these new arid conditions. Uganda’s

to the relevant Senior Editor or Junior Editor! A staff list can be found on the

weather in general is becoming more unpredictable, and worse still, weather

‘Contact Us’ tab of The Oxford Blue website.

events are becoming more severe. Because even though it’s raining less on

6.

average, when it does rain, it floods.

They will then send you the Training Brief I, which covers The Blue’s writing
process for new contributors!
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In March 2020, villages near Mount Rwenzori had been awoken in the early
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hours by the distant sounds of rumbling. The torrential showers from the

recruitment and application dates, and to see which articles have been

previous evening had burst the banks of 4 rivers in the Kasese district and the

published!

water had begun making its way down the mountain, taking with it massive

2.

No experience is necessary to join; as long as you have an interest, we

boulders which consequently triggered a landslide. Landslides are caused by

welcome you to apply! There’s something for everyone, be it writing, editing,

changes in the stability of a slope and a common driving force, especially in

business, tech, illustrations, reporting, podcasting, and much more.

mountainous regions, are heavy rains that weaken the soil to such a degree
where they fail to hold any longer. In the end, some 24,000 homes had been

3.

We will also train you from the ground up, so you can build your journalistic
knowledge in your time with The Blue.

affected, as well as hospitals, roads, and water points being severely damaged.
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Speaking to The Guardian, Dorothy Masika (34) recalls the fear she felt as she
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and her family scrambled to safety.
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section), Senior Editors:
editorial@theoxfordblue.co.uk
Alternatively, you could fill out the Google doc form on the ‘Contribute or Send Us A
Tip’ tab of The Oxford Blue website.
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